OLL GIRLS Dress Code Regulations for the 2018-19 School Year
School and gym uniforms are to be purchased from Lil Darling Uniform Shoppe
(www.lildarlinguniformshoppe.com) – 1177 Rt. 9, Wappingers Falls, NY (845-298-7300).
GIRLS AUTUMN/SPRING DRESS CODE

(Quarters 1 & 4)

The basic attire for girls consists of:
1. School Polo/ Short Sleeve or Long-Sleeve Polo
The uniform for girls for the 1st and 4th quarters allows the wearing of the school polo shirt either short sleeve
or long. Polo shirts do not have to be tucked in but may not be oversized and of excessive length. The
approved colors are navy and white.
A.

2.

Only short-sleeved, solid white, black or navy T-shirts (no printed T-shirts with logos, etc.) may be worn
under the shirts. The T-shirt must be tucked in at all times.

Regulation School Uniform Pants
A. Colors: Navy or Tan
B. Pants must fit properly and be worn at the waist.
C. Pants should not have slits or be cut at the bottom.
D. Pants must display the OLL logo.
E. Black or brown solid color dress belts, of simple design, are required with uniform pants.

3. School Kilts
A. Kilt colors are plaid, navy, and khaki.
B. Kilts should be worn no higher than 2” above the knee (measured from the top of knee).
C. All must be hemmed. Cut off or frayed kilts are NOT permissible.
D. All students wearing the kilt must wear stockings/tights as well.
(knee highs are not permitted)
E. Students in violation of the kilt regulations may be required to wear school pants only.
4. Shoes
A. All students are required to wear dress shoes, in conformity with the OLL requirements, which are:
Shoes must be dress shoes, black in color, must be below-the-ankle, and must be neat. Strictly prohibited
footwear includes sneakers, high-heel shoes (shoes must be flat), boots, above the ankle shoes, sandals,
moccasins, slippers, Crocs clogs, or any white bottom (panel) shoe. If there is any question about whether
a particular shoe meets the school dress code requirement, please check with either of the Dean of
Students. Whether or not a particular shoe conforms to the OLL dress code is ultimately at the discretion
of the Dean of Students.
B.

Stockings/tights must be worn with the school kilt at all times throughout the school year. Only solid colors
(navy, white, maroon, grey) are permitted. No ankle socks, sports socks or knee socks. Patterned or torn
hosiery are not permitted.

5. No faddish/unnatural hairstyles (cut, color, etc.), excessive or faddish/bold makeup (e.g. black, dark colors) will
be permitted. The Dean will determine whether a particular hairstyle or color is appropriate.
6. Girls may wear appropriate earrings but are not permitted any other jewelry associated with body piercing.
Gauges are not permitted. Tattoos are prohibited.

(OVER)

-Winter Dress Code

GIRLS WINTER DRESS CODE

(Quarters 2 & 3)

The basic attire for girls consists of:
1. School Uniform Oxford
The uniform for girls for the 2nd and 3rd quarters require the oxford and school sweater.
A. Oxford style colors: white, blue, yellow
B. Only short-sleeved, solid white T-shirts (no printed T-shirts
with logos, etc.) may be worn under the shirts. They must be tucked in at all times.
2. Lourdes Sweater/Vest/Varsity Sweater
A. The Lourdes sweater or Lourdes vest must be worn over the oxford.
B. Colors: Navy, Maroon or Grey
C. The seniors have an option/privilege of wearing the Lourdes-issued senior sweatshirt (must be worn over
the collared oxford or polo) throughout the whole school year.
D. All students have an option of wearing the Lourdes-issued varsity sweater during the winter months.
3. Regulation School Uniform Pants
A. Colors: Navy or Tan
B. Pants must fit properly and be worn at the waist.
C. Pants should not have slits or be cut at the bottom.
D. Pants must display the OLL logo.
E. Black or brown solid color dress belts, of simple design, are required with uniform pants.
4. School Kilts
A. Kilt colors are plaid, navy, and khaki.
B. Kilts should be worn no higher than 2” above the knee (measured from the top of knee).
C. All must be hemmed. Cut off or frayed kilts are NOT permissible.
D. All students wearing the kilt must wear stockings/ tights as well.
(Knee highs are not permitted)
E. Students in violation of the kilt regulations may be required to wear school pants only.
5. Shoes
A. All students are required to wear dress shoes, in conformity with the OLL requirements, which are:
Shoes must be dress shoes, black in color, must be below-the-ankle, and must be neat. Strictly prohibited
footwear includes sneakers, high-heel shoes (shoes must be flat), boots, above the ankle shoes, sandals,
moccasins, slippers, Crocs clogs, or any white bottom (panel) shoe. If there is any question about whether
a particular shoe meets the school dress code requirement, please check with either of the Dean of
Students. Whether or not a particular shoe conforms to the OLL dress code is ultimately at the discretion
of the Dean of Students.
B.

Stockings/tights must be worn at all times with the school kilt throughout the school year. Only solid colors
(navy, white, maroon, grey) are permitted. No ankle socks, sports socks, knee socks or leggings are allowed.
Patterned or torn hosiery are not permitted.

6.

No faddish/unnatural hairstyles (cut, color, etc.), excessive or faddish/bold makeup (e.g. black, dark colors)
will be permitted. The Dean will determine whether a particular hairstyle or color is appropriate.

7.

Girls may wear appropriate earrings but are not permitted any other jewelry associated with body piercing.
Gauges are not permitted. Tattoos are prohibited.

OLL BOYS Dress Code Regulations for the 2018-19 School Year
School and gym uniforms are to be purchased from Lil Darling Uniform Shoppe
(www.lildarlinguniformshoppe.com) – 1177 Rt. 9, Wappingers Falls, NY (845-298-7300).
BOYS AUTUMN/SPRING DRESS CODE

(Quarters 1 & 4)

The basic attire for boys consists of:
1.

School Polo/ Short Sleeve or Long-Sleeve Polo
The uniform for boys for the 1st and 4th quarter allows the wearing of the school polo shirt either short sleeve or
long sleeve. Polo shirts do not have to be tucked in but may not be oversized and of excessive length. The
approved colors are navy and white. Only the current design can be worn.
A.

Only short-sleeved, solid white, black or navy T-shirts (no printed T-shirts with logos, etc.) may be worn
under the shirts. The T-shirt must be tucked in at all times.

2. Regulation School Uniform Pants
A. Colors: Navy or Tan
B. Pants must fit properly and be worn with a belt at the waist.
C. Pants should not have slits or be cut at the bottom.
D. Pants must display the OLL logo.
E. Black or brown solid color dress belts, of simple design, are required with
pants.
3. Shoes
A. All students are required to wear dress shoes, in conformity with the OLL requirements, which are:
Shoes must be dress shoes, black in color, must be below-the-ankle, and must be neat. Strictly prohibited
footwear includes sneakers, high-heel shoes (shoes must be flat), boots, above the ankle shoes, sandals,
moccasins, slippers, Crocs clogs, or any white bottom (panel) shoe. If there is any question about whether
a particular shoe meets the school dress code requirement, please check with either of the Dean of
Students. Whether or not a particular shoe conforms to the OLL dress code is ultimately at the discretion
of the Dean of Students.
B.

Socks must be worn at all times and seen at the ankle.

4. Boys are to be clean-shaven at all times. Hair must be well groomed, may not be lower than the bottom
of the ear or cover the eyes, and may not hang below the collar at the back.
A. No faddish hairstyles (cut, color, etc.) will be permitted.
B. Dying of hair in any form is not permissible.
C. Sideburns are to be no lower than the bottom of the ear.
5.

Boys are not permitted to wear earrings or any other jewelry associated with body piercing. Tattoos are
prohibited.

6.

No hats may be worn inside the building.

(OVER) – Winter Dress Code

BOYS WINTER DRESS CODE

(Quarters 2 & 3)

The basic attire for boys consists of:
1.

School Uniform Shirt / Oxford
The uniform for boys for the 2nd and 3rd quarters require the wearing of the school oxford and sweater.
A. Oxford style colors: white or blue
B. Only short-sleeved, solid, black, navy or white T-shirts. No printed T-shirts with logos, etc., may be worn
under the shirts.
C. Oxford shirts must be tucked in at all times.
D. Ties must be worn with the Oxford shirts. Ties must be worn appropriately.

2.

Lourdes Sweater/Vest/Varsity Sweater
A. The Lourdes sweater, Lourdes vest, or varsity sweater must be worn over the oxford shirt and tie.
B. Colors: Navy, Maroon or Grey
C. The seniors have an option/privilege of wearing the Lourdes-issued senior sweatshirt (must be worn over
the collared oxfords and tie or polo) throughout the whole school year.
D. All students have an option of wearing the Lourdes-issued varsity sweater throughout the whole school
year.

3.

Regulation School Uniform Pants
A. Colors: Navy or Tan
B. Pants must fit properly and be worn with a belt at the waist.
C. Pants should not have slits or be cut at the bottom.
D. Pants must display the OLL logo.
E. Black or brown solid color dress belts, of simple design, are required with pants.

4.

Shoes
A. All students are required to wear dress shoes, in conformity with the OLL requirements, which are:
Shoes must be dress shoes, black in color, must be below-the-ankle, and must be neat. Strictly prohibited
footwear includes sneakers, high-heel shoes (shoes must be flat), boots, above the ankle shoes, sandals,
moccasins, slippers, Crocs clogs, or any white bottom (panel) shoe. If there is any question about whether
a particular shoe meets the school dress code requirement, please check with either of the Dean of
Students. Whether or not a particular shoe conforms to the OLL dress code is ultimately at the discretion
of the Dean of Students.
B.

Socks must be worn at all times and seen at the ankle.

5. Boys are to be clean-shaven at all times. Hair must be well groomed, may not be lower than the bottom of the
ear or cover the eyes, and may not hang below the collar at the back.
A. No faddish hairstyles (cut, color, etc.) will be permitted.
B. Dying of hair in any form is not permissible.
C. Sideburns are to be no lower than the bottom of the ear.
6.

Boys are not permitted to wear earrings or any other jewelry associated with body piercing. Tattoos are
prohibited.

7.

No hats may be worn inside the building.

